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What Does “Activism” Mean to You? 



–Nelson Mandela

“Education is the most powerful weapon which 
you can use to change the world.”



Action Teaching

–Scott Plous, Encyclopedia of Peace Psychology

“…a style of instruction that contributes to 
peace, social justice, and sustainable living at 

the same time as it educates students”



–Kurt Lewin

“Research that produces nothing but books will 
not suffice.”

and teaching! and lecture notes
< <



–APA Guidelines for the Undergraduate Psychology Major

“Goal 3: Ethical and social responsibility in a 
diverse world”



What Do You Think Of When You Hear “Intro 
Psych?” 



Intro Psych: A Balancing Act of Epic Proportions

• Students (possibly 200+) from 
a wide variety of majors… 

• …from first-years to seniors… 

• …with a wide variety of 
motivations for taking the 
course… 

• …and ALL. THAT. MATERIAL.



Low Effort/High Impact Techniques for Intro Psych

• Integrating activism into your 
existing curriculum 

• Applied examples of course 
content 

• Sharing formal opportunities  
for extracurricular and co-
curricular advocacy 

• Employing modeling and 
storytelling as pedagogy 

• Inclusive/equitable course design



Let’s Get into Some Applied Examples! 



Operant Conditioning

Reinforcement 
(PROMOTES 
BEHAVIOR)

Punishment 
(DISCOURAGES 

BEHAVIOR)

Positive 
(GIVING SOMETHING)

Negative 
(TAKING SOMETHING)













Measuring Electrical Currents

• EEG: Records the waves of 
electrical activity via scalp 
electrodes 

• Electroencephalography 

• MEG: Records the magnetic 
fields produced by the 
brain’s electrical currents  

• Magnetoencephalography







The Ear























PRO-TIP

Don’t tell students what or  
how to think.  

Instead, invite them to consider 
issues, perspectives, etc. that 

they might not have been 
exposed to beforehand.



Belief in a Just World 

• The world is a fundamentally 
good and just place 

• People get what they deserve 
and deserve what they get 

• Good things happen to good 
people and bad things happen 
to bad people 

• If a bad thing happens to you, 
then… 



Belief in a Just World 

• How do people cope with 
threats to their belief in a just 
world? 

• Derogate and/or blame the 
victim 

• Make excuses for and/or 
humanize the perpetrator



“He was no angel, with public records and 
interviews with friends and family revealing both 

problems and promise in his young life. He 
lived in a community that had rough patches, 
and he dabbled in drugs and alcohol. He had 
taken to rapping in recent months, producing 
lyrics that were by turns contemplative and 
vulgar. He got into at least one scuffle with a 

neighbor.”

—The New York Times





“People familiar with his early years say he was 
a Boy Scout, a B-plus college student; he 

loved children, read poetry, and was a rising 
figure in Republican politics in Seattle… He 

was the assistant director of the Seattle Crime 
Prevention Advisory Commission and wrote a 

pamphlet for women on rape prevention.”

—The New York Times





PRO-TIPS

The content comes first  
(both literally and figuratively). 

Make the connection airtight. 

Keep the lede buried for as  
long as possible.











PRO-TIPS

When talking about heavier 
issues, end on a “positive”  
note whenever possible. 

Recognize that many of  
your students have been 

personally affected by  
these issues.









PRO-TIPS

Design your course with  
flexibility in mind. Include  

built-in “life happens” policies. 

Know your school’s student 
support resources and  

make ! those ! referrals !















Lack of Attachment









PRO-TIPS

Draw distinctions between  
data-driven conclusions  

and value judgments. 

Help your students develop 
this (very valuable) skill. 





The Need to Belong

• Social support is associated 
with more positive health 
outcomes (both “physical” 
and “mental”), including a 
longer life expectancy 

• Social ostracism (whether 
real or virtual) takes a 
notable toll 

• Activates the same brain 
regions that process 
physical pain





Assignment Logistics

• Task: Refrain from speaking (and posting on social media) for 
an entire day 

• Prompt: Reflect in any way that’s meaningful for you. 

• What did you do over the course of the day?  
• How did you feel while not speaking?  
• How did other people react?  
• How did you feel when you starting speaking again?  
• Do you think people in your life (past or present) may 

experience this kind of alienation? Has this activity changed  
your perspective?   

bit.ly/SPSSIsilence



–Occidental College undergraduate, Fall 2018

“What I lost in normal conversations with my 
friends I gained in perspective... I’m gratified 
that I was given the opportunity… and would 
never hesitate to recommend this exercise to 

[anyone].” 



–Summer@USC pre-college student, Summer 2016

“[This activity] changed my perspective 
because to a certain extent I was left without a 
voice and I have always taken my speech for 

granted… We must speak up for those around 
us and be more aware of these situations [and] 

take a closer look at how we treat those 
around us and change [our attitudes and 

habits] for the better.”









Bystander Intervention Decision Tree

Pluralistic 
ignorance

Diffusion of 
responsibility

Direct or 
indirect









Integration Across the Curriculum 



How Do People Respond? 



“She brought out and openly talked about 
sensitive yet very real concepts like suicide, 
racism, sexism, and so much more. An open 
atmosphere allowed important discussions to 

be held, comfortably and insightfully.” 

–Psychological Science & Society, Summer 2017



“I think Leslie's most outstanding strength was 
the respect she clearly held for not only 

students, but, as a lot of the material covered 
in this course is heavy, made certain that all of 
us students were respectful and informed re: 

these more sensitive topics.” 

–Introduction to Psychology, Fall 2014



“She's easy to talk to, allows students to 
discuss, encourages opposing viewpoints, 

and incorporated pop culture and really 
hilarious little tidbits into discussion. I think her 

discussion is the only one I've ever looked 
forward to going to.” 

–Introduction to Psychology, Fall 2014



“[Leslie’s strengths include]: Her interactive 
teaching methods. Her ability to hold an 

unbiased view, but still letting us know what 
she believes. Her ability to provide help to 

anyone who asks of it.”

–Psychological Science & Society, Summer 2017



Get Involved with SPSSI: Annual Conference

• Abstract submissions due January 5th (" " ") 

• Sign up as a reviewer through the abstract submission 
portal (accessible through spssi.org) 



Get Involved with SPSSI: Teaching Awards

Award What’s Being 
Recognized? Due Date Special Criteria

NITOP Speaker  
Award

A person (and their  
talk proposal) January 15th, 2020

Outstanding Teaching  
& Mentoring Award A person February 15th, 2020

Need at least five years 
teaching experience  

post-Ph.D.

Teaching Grants An event or initiative  
that requires funding February 15th, 2020

Innovative Teaching 
Award

A specific course, 
assignment, or class 

activity
March 1st, 2020

Teaching Resources 
Prize

An assignment or  
class activity September 2020

Two-Year College 
Teaching & Mentoring 

Excellence Award
A person November 2020 Must teach at a two- 

year college



Get Involved with SPSSI: Science Policy

• DC-based science policy fellowships 
for early-career scientists and 
graduate students 

• Policy workshops and advocacy 
days 

• Writing op-eds, using social media 
to leverage social change, etc. 

• Lobbying on Capitol Hill 

• Online policy webinars—no travel 
required! 


